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A simple physical method was developed to reproducibly fabricate large-scale noble metal nanosphere

arrays with controllable distribution. Different from the traditional upwards annealing process, an

inverted annealing method (annealing upside down samples) is introduced to treat Ag film deposited on

micro-sized Si pyramid arrays. Strikingly, high density Ag nanosphere arrays can be obtained, with the

gap between the nanospheres less than 20 nm under optimized conditions, which is far superior to

those made by upwards annealing. The as-formed Ag-nanospheres/Si-pyramid hybrid structure

exhibited a significant high enhancement factor and highly sensitive surface enhanced Raman scattering

(SERS) for Rhodamine 6G molecules. Raman mapping image of this plasmonic hybrid verified a very

prominent “hot spots” effect that exists around the pyramid, which contributed mainly to an enhanced

SERS signal. Our work demonstrated a feasible way to prepare high-efficiency dense plasmonic

nanospheres with highly localized surface plasmon resonance response, which could be feasibly applied

for other bio-sensors, and also open a potential route to fabricate a metal-coated probe for tip-

enhanced Raman Spectroscopy.
Introduction

Noble metal nanostructures and their plasmonic properties
have been widely utilized to modulate distribution of the inci-
dent electromagnetic eld, and further achieve their wide-
spread application in optical,1–3 chemical4,5 and biological
elds.6,7 Noble metal nanoparticles (NPs), as one of the simplest
nanostructures, have been extensively used to create localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), plus couple and form
a greatly enhanced optical response by tuning the geometry and
optical properties of NPs.8–11 Controllable fabrication of metal
NPs is helpful for studying plasmonic properties of other
complex nanostructures and for understanding the modulation
mechanism and further establishing a base for their
applications.

Because of limited geometry sizes of the NPs, LSPR arise
from the excited surface plasmon that is conned on the surface
of illuminated metal NPs, which provides an enhanced elec-
tromagnetic eld on the surface and in the surrounding
region.12 Excitation and modulation of LSPR are inuenced by
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many factors such as morphology, surface charge, adsorbate,
and so on. When the distance between the adjacent NPs is
smaller than a certain value (usually sub 10 nm), then the LSPR
from adjacent NPs can couple, and the electromagnetic eld is
greatly localized and enhanced in the gap between the NPs,
which is the so-called “hot spot” effect.13–15 These hot-spot
nanostructures are widely applied in the research elds of
plasmonic detection, chemical catalysis, and photovoltaic
devices, especially surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(SERS).

To enhance the LSPR effect, researchers have employed
various methods to fabricate hot-spots. Although NPs were easy
to acquire using sol–gel processing, and they noticeably ach-
ieved single molecule detection,16,17 metal NPs usually suffered
contamination during a synthesis process, which is unfavorable
for subsequent applications. It is especially hard to compress
the gap between adjacent NPs into a sufficiently small value.
Accurate control of physical deposition parameters allows
reproducible production of metal NPs, but it is still difficult to
create NPs with uniform sub 10 nm gaps, especially three-
dimensional ones which are used to combine the deposition
process to accommodate more NPs.18,19 In addition, thermal
annealing was introduced following metal deposition in order
to modify the shape, size, and distribution of the NPs.20,21 At the
same time however, the gap between the NPs was enlarged and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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this became worse for LSPR interactions. Last but not least,
modern nanofabrication techniques, such as focused ion beam
(FIB) and electron beam lithography (EBL), could reproducibly
and with tuning, fabricate diverse nanostructure pair arrays
with sub 20 nm gaps.22,23 However, reducing the gap size is
extremely difficult due to proximity effects in the EBL process
and hence deteriorates eld enhancement due to nonlocal
effects.24,25 Fortunately, researchers observed a strong “hot spot”
effect in nanodimers with sub-20 nm gaps, like the bowtie (two
triangles facing each other) and disc dimers, of which the
fabrication process is much easier.26,27 However, an obvious
drawback to nanofabrication methods still exists; that is the
difficulty of fabricating patterns over a large area, thus
hindering its further practical applications for LSPR sensors.
Therefore, it is crucial to nd a feasible way to prepare uniform
NPs with sub 20 nm gaps over a large area.

In this work, we propose a physical method to fabricate high
density uniform noble metal nanospheres (NSs) by inverted
annealing (annealing upside down samples) a noble metal lm
on a Si-pyramids substrate. This method was based on a micro-
sized Si pyramid arrays substrate obtained with a chemical
etching process. Distinctively, the Ag lm was deposited on Si
pyramid arrays, and then was annealed up-side down. It is
noteworthy that uniform Ag-NSs, with �15 nm gaps appeared,
moved towards, and gathered at the tips of pyramids aer
inverted annealing at 300 �C for 3 minutes. However, this high-
density distribution of Ag-NSs is hard to obtain by a traditional
upwards annealing process. Strong SERS spectra of Rhodamine
6G (R6G) molecules were observed on Ag-NSs/Si-pyramid
nanostructures, indicating an enhanced LSPR response on
this kind of substrate. Our results demonstrate a feasible way to
fabricate dense plasmonic Ag-NSs with a sub-20 nm gap by
inverted annealing a noble metal lm on a Si-pyramids
substrate; the resulting material exhibited high intensity “hot-
spots” effects, thus promising future applications for
biochemical and biomedical sensors. Moreover, the Ag-NSs/Si-
pyramid hybrid nanostructures are good candidates for tip-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy applications.

Experimental
Si-pyramids fabrication and metal nanolms deposition

The micrometer-sized Si pyramid array substrates were fabri-
cated by wet etching. A 60 nm thick SiNx lm was pre-deposited
on Si (100) substrate, and then a S1813 resist was spin-coated on
the SiNx layer. The initial square resist arrays with a period of 11
mmand side length of 9 mmwere obtained on the SiNx layer aer
UV lithography and the subsequent developing process. Aer
that, the square patterns were transferred to the SiNx layer with
reactive ion etching. Finally, a KOH solution of 20% by weight
and a tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) solution (25%
by weight) were successively used to etch Si at a temperature of
90 �C to obtain the double layer Si pyramid array. In addition,
a step of cleaning with diluted HF solution was added to remove
a possible impurity from the etching solution. Details of the
fabrication process of Si pyramid arrays have been described in
previous reports.28–30 Ag lm was deposited on the Si pyramid
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
with an electron beam evaporation rate of 0.2 Å s�1. By choosing
a suitable thickness of Ag thin lm, the deposited lm was in
the shape of a discontinuous nanoisland.

Inverted annealing process

The metal lm/Si pyramid substrates were annealed in a rapid
thermal annealing oven, in which the samples were heated by
lamps above and below the sample holder, sustained at
a certain temperature for several minutes and then cooled
down. The heating rate for the annealing process was 30 �C s�1.
During the total annealing process, a thermometer (thermo-
couple or the infrared pyrometer) was used to monitor the
temperature of the sample surface, and nitrogen was pumped
into the annealing chamber as the atmosphere. In the tradi-
tionally normal annealing process, samples are placed with the
structured-side up. In contrast, our samples are mounted
upside down during the inverted annealing process. For
simplicity, the way of annealing upside down samples is dened
as inverted annealing in the following sections. In this case, the
annealing temperature, duration time, and the way to mount
samples are three important factors that affect the morpho-
logical change from metal nanolms to NSs. This inverted
annealing process produces metal-NSs/Si-pyramid hybrid
arrays.

Surface enhanced Raman scattering measurement

The noble metal-NSs/Si-pyramid hybrid nanostructures were
immersed in a R6G aqueous solution with a concentration of
10�5 M for 4 h, then repeatedly washed with DI water and dried
with nitrogen. For sensitivity measurements the solution's
concentration was diluted to 10�9 M. SERS spectra measure-
ments were carried out using a confocal micro-Raman spec-
trometer (LabRAM HR800). A 532 nm laser with a power of 0.65
mW was used as the excitation source. The laser was focused
using a �100 objective lens with the sample surface, and the
scattered signals were collected with the same lens. All the
samples were measured under the same conditions, and spectra
were collected from several randomly selected pyramids on the
substrates.

Result and discussion
Characterisation and optimization of Ag-NSs/Si-pyramid
hybrid nanostructure

A schematic of the fabrication process of a metal-NSs/Si-
pyramid hybrid nanostructure is displayed in Fig. 1. The basic
pyramid arrays were obtained on the Si substrate using UV
lithography and chemical etching technology to obtain high
output and low cost. One can see in the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) image in Fig. 2(a), the Si pyramid arrays have
a uniform size and clean surface, and are ready for subsequent
metal deposition. A typical Si pyramid is exhibited in Fig. 2(b),
which has the shape of a double-layer pyramid. Based on our
experience that the Ag lm with a thickness less than 10 nmwas
discontinuous on at Si substrates, the thickness of Ag lm
deposited on the Si pyramid was set at less than 40 nm. As
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 11578–11584 | 11579



Fig. 1 Schematic of fabrication process of metal-NSs/Si-pyramid
hybrid nanostructure.

Fig. 2 SEM images of (a) Si pyramid arrays, (b) a typical double-layer
pyramid, (c) discontinuous 20 nm thick Ag thin film on a Si pyramid, (d)
Ag-NSs on Si-pyramid after the normally erect annealing at 300 �C and
(e) at 900 �C for 3 minutes, (f) Ag-NSs on Si-pyramid after the inverted
annealing at 300 �C for 3 minutes.
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presented in Fig. 2(c), the discontinuous thin Ag lm layer
composed with irregular nanoislands was naturally formed on
the surface of Si-pyramids aer deposition.

It is well known that the morphology of metal-NSs, including
shape, sizes, and density, closely depends on annealing
parameters, such as annealing temperature, duration time, and
the way samples are mounted. Therefore, in our work, different
annealing parameters were employed to optimize fabrication
conditions of the Ag-NSs on Si-pyramids. Taking the 20 nm
thick Ag lm/Si-pyramid hybrid nanostructures as an example,
the results were analyzed and compared aer different
annealing processes. When the annealing time was set
constantly as 3 minutes, the Ag lms were annealed at 300–
500 �C and themorphology changed from irregular nanoislands
into uniform NSs, while the gap between the NSs were larger
than 30 nm, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The situation became worse
when the temperature increased (800–900 �C). As illustrated in
Fig. 2(e), the dispersed small NSs gathered into a large contin-
uous porous lm, which is similar to those observed in previous
work.31 So, a moderately-high temperature (300–500 �C) was the
suitable annealing temperature for the surface of nanoparticles
11580 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 11578–11584
melting and changing into a spherical shape from the irregular
island shape under the surface energy. When the temperature
increased, however, then large particles would absorb the
smaller ones and caused a negative inuence on the
morphology of NSs. What was worse, the NSs would totally melt
at a higher temperature (900 �C), ow on the Si pyramid and
form a porous lm [see Fig. 2(e)]. Additionally, annealing time is
also an important factor with the morphology of NSs. If the
annealing time was too short, the irregular islands would not
have enough time to change into spheres. On the other hand, if
the annealing time was too long, the NSs gathered together into
a at shape again. As a result, the optimized condition is
annealing at 300 �C for 3 minutes.

As exhibited in Fig. 2(d), although the Ag nanoislands have
changed into the more uniform Ag-NSs aer rapid thermal
annealing, the gaps between adjacent NSs were also enlarged
during the annealing process. This phenomenon is similar to
those reported in other research works, which was not favorable
to the interactions of the LSPR.20,21 To solve this problem, an
inverted annealing method was proposed in this work, in which
samples were mounted upside down in a chamber during the
traditional rapid thermal annealing process. In this way, the
NSs were gathered onto the tip of the pyramid and had higher
density, as shown in Fig. 2(f). What is more, the distance
between the NSs was further decreased. Compared with the one
under normal annealing (Fig. 2(d)), a sample had evenly
distributed NSs with much higher density through inverted
annealing. The results of inverted annealing are well-
understood; based on the lowest energy principle, most Ag
nanospheres move and gather towards the top of a pyramid to
reach a more stable and lower surface energy state, which
causes a higher Ag-NSs density with smaller gaps than normal
annealing.

In order to further shrink the distance between NSs, the
thickness of deposited Ag lms was adjusted before inverted
annealing. Ag lms with different thicknesses (10 nm, 20 nm,
and 30 nm) were deposited on a Si pyramid, respectively, and
then the samples were annealed upside down. As displayed in
Fig. 3(a)–(c), we can see that uniform Ag-NSs with different
diameters were dispersed on the tops of the pyramids, and their
diameters increased when the thickness of the deposited lm
increased. We randomly selected 10 pairs of NSs on the Si-
pyramids of these three samples, respectively, and estimated
the average gaps between NSs. As shown in Fig. 3(d), the average
gap of a 10 nm thick sample was only around 14 nm, much
smaller than the other two samples (35 nm and 43 nm). The
distance between Ag-NSs on the Si pyramid deposited with
10 nm thick Ag lm was smaller than 20 nm, along with rather
high distributing density, which was within the critical value to
achieve “hot spots”. It is worthwhile to note that a single Ag-NS
can be formed and just located at the tip of the pyramid, which
is advantageous in a tip-enhanced plasmonic property.

Herein, we can summarize that the controllable morphology
of Ag-NSs is successively achieved by inverted annealing metal
thin lms on the top of Si-pyramids, in which 10 nm thick Ag
lm is the most suitable for fabricating a large-area equally-
distributed sub-20 nm gap, which is very favourable to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017



Fig. 3 SEM images of a Ag-NSs/Si pyramid with Ag film in different
thicknesses: (a) 10 nm, (b) 20 nm, (c) 30 nm after inverted annealing at
300 �C for 3 minutes. (d) Average value of the gaps between adjacent
NSs on the Si pyramid as a function of the thicknesses of deposited Ag
films.

Fig. 4 (a) SERS spectra of R6G molecules on Ag-NSs/Si pyramid
hybrid samples under different treatments: without annealing, normal
erect annealing, and inverted annealing. (b) SERS spectra of R6G
molecule on Ag-NSs/Si-pyramid hybrid samples as a function of the
thickness of deposited Ag film.
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producing so-called “hot spots” with high density. With these
hot spots, the Ag-NSs/Si-pyramid hybrid nanostructure is suit-
able for plasmonic detection, especially by SERS spectra
measurements.

The LSPR properties and highly-sensitive SERS of Ag-NSs/Si-
pyramid hybrid nanostructures

To investigate LSPR properties of Ag-NSs/Si-pyramid hybrid
nanostructures, Raman spectra of R6G molecules were
measured on samples with different treatments (pristine,
normal annealing, and inverted annealing) and compared in
Fig. 4(a). The inverted annealed one exhibits the strongest SERS
signal, and it is much higher than two others in Raman inten-
sity. The intensity of a Raman characteristic peak at 613 cm�1 of
R6G molecules on the normal and inverted annealing samples
was 16 and 28 times larger than that without annealing.
Compared to previous irregular nanoislands in the sample
without annealing, the size of Ag-NSs became more uniform
aer annealing, and thus the plasmon resonance frequency of
the spherical particles was more consistent, which caused the
local electric eld and corresponding Raman signals of mole-
cules absorbed nearby to be stronger. Except for the above
advantage, the density of Ag-NSs on the inverted annealed
sample was much higher than that on a normally annealed one,
which lead to strong electromagnetic coupling between the
adjacent NSs, and thus achieved the highest enhancement of
Raman signals among the three kinds of samples.

Although the gap between Ag-NSs could be tuned to around
15 nm by keeping the thickness of deposited Ag lm at around
10 nm, more efforts are still needed to get the highest LSPR
effect. Therefore, further optimizing the thickness of Ag lm
was taken as an action. Ag lms with thicknesses of 5 nm,
10 nm, 12 nm, and 15 nm were deposited on Si-pyramids,
respectively, and were inverted and annealed at 300 �C for 3
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
minutes. Then, SERS measurements were made on these four
samples respectively, and the results are shown in Fig. 4(b). One
can see clearly that the Ag-NSs/Si-pyramid hybrid formed from
12 nm thick Ag lm has the highest SERS intensity, suggesting
the highest LSPR response. Remarkably, taking the peak at 613
cm�1 as a reference, the SERS intensity on the Ag-NSs/Si-
pyramid from 12 nm thick Ag lm is 2.32 times larger than
that of the one fabricated from 10 nm thick Ag lm, and is
enhanced 4 times as compared with the samples under normal
annealing. Moreover, as suggested in Fig. 4(b), there is an only
a very narrow window for the fabrication of Ag-NSs with the
highest LSPR effect.

Then, in order to see the special distribution of LSPR
response on the Ag-NSs/Si-pyramid hybrid nanostructure
fabricated from 12 nm thick Ag lm, Raman mapping
measurements with a step size of 0.5 mm were performed on a 5
� 5 mm2 area centered around a single Ag-NSs/Si-pyramid, as
shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). The Raman mapping image was
created using the integral intensity of the peak at 612 cm�1, and
is presented in Fig. 5(c). It is notable that the highest SERS
intensity appears in the center of that image, in which a dia-
mond-shape pattern clearly can be seen, corresponding to an
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 11578–11584 | 11581



Fig. 5 (a) SEM image, (b) optical image and (c) Raman mapping image
of a single Ag-NSs/Si pyramid obtained by inverted annealing the
substrate deposited with 12 nm thick Ag film. The square in (b) shows
the area selected for mapping measurements. The dashed line in (c)
indicates the zone of the tip. The scale bar inset is 1 mm.

Fig. 6 (a) SERS signals of R6Gwith different concentrations on the Ag-
NSs/Si-pyramid hybrid nanostructures fabricated by inverted anneal-
ing the substrate coated with 12 nm thick Ag film, and the inset is an
enlarged SERS signal at 10�7 and 10�9 M. (b) Homogeneity measure-
ment of SRES signals on five randomly selected Ag-NSs/Si-pyramids.
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intense “hot-spots” effect. Interestingly, the blue diamond
pattern in the mapping image shows good agreement with the
top view of the zone at the tip of the pyramid. Moreover, a dark
blue cross can be seen along the diagonal lines of the dashed
diamond, which overlapped with the four ridges of the pyramid,
indicating the highest LSPR effect arises at the ridges of the
pyramid. As we know, the LSPR would be enhanced on the tip
and edges of nanostructures.32,33 In our work, the ridges of
a pyramid would be a kind of edges where LSPR would become
stronger due to the enhanced locality of surface plasmon. The
mapping result indicates the homogeneous distribution of the
LSPR effect on the Ag-NSs/Si-pyramid hybrid nanostructures,
and also testies to our previous results that the area located by
an Ag-NSs/Si-pyramid hybrid holds the highest LSPR on the
whole substrate.

To further investigate the SERS properties of the Ag-NSs/Si-
pyramid hybrid nanostructures, measurements for sensitivity
and repeatability were carried out. As is shown in Fig. 6(a), when
the R6G solution was diluted, the intensity of the characteristic
Raman peak decreased. However, the peaks from R6G were still
clearly distinguishable even when the concentration was as low
as 10�9 M. From an enlarged SERS signal inserted in Fig. 6(a),
all the featured Raman peaks of R6G can be seen clearly, indi-
cating that this substrate has the potential for highly-sensitive
molecule detection. To evaluate the repeatability and unifor-
mity of the SERS signals, one of the pyramids was randomly
chosen on the substrate for measurement, and the Raman
spectra of R6G molecules on each as-chosen pyramid were
measured every two hours. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the consistent
SERS spectra demonstrated the signal on the hybrid NSs has
good homogeneity over the whole substrate, indicating the
11582 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 11578–11584
possibility of further practical applications as a plasmonic
detection device.

The SERS results in our work demonstrate that Ag-NSs/Si-
pyramid hybrid nanostructures could produce a highly
intense “hot-spot” effect, also suggesting its potential applica-
tions for tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS). So far,
fabricating reliable and high-efficiency TERS tips is still a chal-
lenge with development of the TERS technique. Although
various fabricating methods have been employed in past years,
coating a noble metal lm on atomic force microscope (AFM)
tips is the most commonly used method to fabricate TERS
tips.34,35 This simple and reproducible method developed in our
work puts forward a new route for fabricating probes for tip-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy.
Conclusions

A new method was demonstrated to fabricate Ag-NSs with
uniform size and high density on the Si pyramid by inversely
upside down annealing, which improves signicantly the
undesirable distribution of Ag-NSs annealed by the traditional
upwards mode. Noteworthy, the gap between adjacent NSs on
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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the Si pyramid can be kept smaller than 20 nm, leading to
a high density and intense “hot spot” effect. The Ag-NSs/Si-
pyramid plasmonic hybrid nanostructure was used as SERS
substrates, and showed a highly intense SERS signal of R6G
molecules, together with high sensitivity and homogeneity of
the SERS signal, indicating an ideal candidate for SERS
detecting applications. This simple and reproducible method
also puts forward a new route for fabricating probes for tip-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy with optimized morphology at
the tips that then results in higher LSPR response.
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